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Surface types based on the 30 Sample Sites depicted in Figure 1 through Figure 7
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Fall Season: Average IR and Average Air Temperature for Natural Ground Surfaces measured between 0-2HR after recorded Sundown in Louisville, Kentucky










Fall Season: Average IR and Average Air Temperature for Paved Ground Surfaces measured between 0-2HR after recorded Sundown in Louisville, Kentucky
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Winter Season: Average IR and Average Air Temperature for Natural Ground Surfaces measured between 0-2HR after recorded Sundown in Louisville, Kentucky









Winter Season: Average IR and Average Air Temperature for Paved Ground Surfaces measured between 0-2HR after recorded Sundown in Louisville, Kentucky















































































Reference Map of the University of Louisville in Louisville, Kentucky
            Hypothetically, heat absorption and retention for urban Ground surfaces, represented by ground surface to air temperature ratio measured after sundown, will be non-uniform and dependent on the surface material type. Still, sample sites with natural ground Surfaces will be cooler than sample sites with paved ground surfaces. Of the paved ground surface types, asphalt may absorb the most solarradiation during the day and emit the most heat after sundown on the Belknap Campus. 
Hypothesis
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Summer Season: Average IR and Average Air Temperature for Natural Ground Surfaces measured between 0-2HR after recorded Sundown in Louisville, Kentucky














































Summer Season: Average IR and Average Air Temperature for Paved Ground Surfaces measured between 0-2HR after recorded Sundown in Louisville, Kentucky


















































































Figure 3: Spatial distribution of Air Temperatures measured during the Fall Season above Paved and Natural Ground Surfaces, georeferenced to the 30 Sample Sites on Belknap Campus, UofL.
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Lawn (Natural) Ground Surfaces during the Summer Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 3: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Lawn (Natural) Ground Surfaces during the Fall Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 4: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Lawn (Natural) Ground Surfaces during the Winter Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 5: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Asphalt (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Summer Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 6: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Asphalt (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Fall Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 7: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Asphalt (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Winter Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 8: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Brick-Pavers (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Summer Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 9: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Brick-Pavers (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Fall Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 10: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Brick-Pavers (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Winter Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 11: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Concrete (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Summer Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 12: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Concrete (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Fall Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
Figure 13: Spatial distribution of IR Temperatures measured for Concrete (Paved) Ground Surfaces during the Winter Season above, Belknap Campus, UofL.
NorthÍ
DiscussionAsphalt is the most prevalent surface type on the BelknapCampus; however, not all samples sites identified as asphalt are equally hot. As hypothesized, natural ground surfaces for Belknap Campus reflect cooler IR and Air temperatures. The lack of natural ground surfaces may influence the amount of warm Average IR temperatures, seen on the east side of Belknap Campus. There is very minimal tree shading and natural land covers to absorb the solar radiation during the day. Therefore, paved surfaces store and emit more heat after sundown, in comparison to other regions of campus with tree cover and vegetation.
          The UHI effect seems strongest in Summer because the AverageIR temperatures measure greater than the Average Air temperatures above the paved surfaces. In the Summer, paved surfaces are exposed to more solar radiation in longer days. Additionally, the IR and Air temps do not cool. The paved ground surfaces may be retaining heat from the daytime and gradually warming the air after sundown. This process counters the cooling of natural ground surfaces at Belknap Campus, where the Average IR temperatures measure cooler than the Average Air temperatures for natural surfaces.
          Hence, the natural ground surfaces are not retaining as muchheat and cooling faster than the air above it. The same trend can becompared to urban land cover in urban centers versus more ruralareas with more natural ground surface cover. Thus, urban areasconstructed with paved surfaces (i.e. asphalt, brick, and concrete)will retain more solar radiation and emit more heat at after sundownin comparison to surrounding rural areas that contain more vegetatedsurfaces.
Results             The ground surface type most exposed to solar radiation without tree canopy or building shade is asphalt. On averagein every season, asphalt measures the warmest of all ground surface types. In the Winter and Fall seasons, Brick/Pavers measure warmer than concrete, as opposed to the Summer season. Lawns are the coolest ground surface type number of sample sites and temperature.
           After sundown over a minimum of 2hours, a cooling trend is evident in the Fall and Winter. The IR temperature distribution illustratessimilar patterns in warming for each season. The south and east side hasthe warmest IR temps. Yet, the air temperature distribution varies by season. In Fig 2, the south side of Belknap Campus is hotter while Fig 3 presents the west and south side of campus as warmest in the winter. In contrast, Fig 4 shows the air temperature as warmer on the east side of the Belknap Campus in the fall. 
          The line graphs charted for each season reveals that pavedsurfaces are typically hotter than the air. Some exceptions can beseen in the Fall and Winter season charts where the Average IRPaved line dips below the Average Air Paved line. However, the airtemperature is consistently higher than the natural ground surfaces.In every season, over a span of 0-2 hours, the Average IR temperaturesfor ground surfaces vary more than the Average Air temperature.
Background            As cities expand, natural land cover is replaced by pavedsurfaces and/or buildings that alter the earth’s cooling systems. Numerous studies show that urban land covers contribute greatly to the global environmental phenomenon known as the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect. An UHI effect is defined as a warmer temperature difference between an urban area, in relation to a surrounding rural area. Typically the urban area is noticeably warmer at night. Paved surfaces such as concrete, brick,and asphalt can be major contributors to an UHI effect warming cities night. The ground surfaces absorbs solar radiation during the day and emitsexcess heat into the air after sundown.
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The Problem?            It is suggested that Louisville, Kentucky has an UHI effect that is rapidly increasing. An UHI effect exacerbates human-environmental vulnerabilities by disrupting microclimates, escalating overconsumption of resources, and increasing public health risks. Though UHI effects have become a common consequence of urbanization, the intensity of an UHI effect and its mitigation methods are not universal. Varying characteristics of each city requires localized solutions and goals to alleviate an UHI effect. So, what characteristics and mitigation strategies might we infer from the Belknap Campus’ urban land cover?
Ground surfaces at Belknap campus non-unanimously absorb solar radiation during the day and emit heat after sundown. On average, the most exposed surface type is asphalt which absorbs, retains, and emits the most heat per season. Asphalt and other paved surfaces(brick, concrete) are more prevalent in the east quadrant of campus where some temperatures are highest. Perhaps increasing the vegetation cover with the UofL tree program, creating a sustainable plan with campus Green Initiatives, or partnering with the Metro Louisville UHI effect project can help mitigate the UHI effect felt on campus, especially in the summer when UHI may be most intense.
Conclusion
